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Panhel ups
quotas for
sororities

Bookstore
nabs alleged
burglars

PowerfulPellom

Former employee,
accomplice found with
$5,000 in merchandise

by madeleine morgenstern
Campus News Editor
The GW Panhellenic Council voted
last month to increase chapter quotas
for sororities on campus, meaning four
chapters will hold spring recruitment
this semester, even as the Greek-life community finds itself under a cloud of hazing charges and investigations.
The council voted to raise chapter totals from 114 to 130 in accordance with the
National Panhellenic Conference, which
requires that quotas be raised depending on the rate of Greek-life community
growth, Panhellenic Council President
Sara Fischer said.
Raising quotas opens up more spots
for prospective members to join Greek
life, she said.
Interest in Greek life at GW has been
increasing in recent years, with a record
618 women participating in sorority recruitment this fall – a more than 20 percent increase over the past three years.
Fischer, who is also a Hatchet cartoonist, said four chapters will be recruiting this semester in an attempt to boost
their numbers to the required amount of
women, because they are currently below the new quota. The presidents of Alpha Phi, Phi Sigma Sigma and Pi Beta Phi
each said they would be holding spring
recruitments.
“The recent popularity of Greek life,
specifically for the Panhellenic Association, has made it nearly impossible for
our organization to continue to grow
without... expanding our quota system,”
Fischer said.
Through a private, invitation-only
process called Continuous Open Bidding,
chapters will give out bids, or invitations
to join a sorority, to girls interested in
joining only that particular chapter. This
differs from the fall’s formal recruitment,
where women interested in joining a sorority must go to parties for each sorority
on campus, and rank chapters in order of
preference.
All chapter presidents contacted
said they were supportive of the quota
See GREEK: Page 3
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by laura shuey-kostelac
Hatchet Reporter
A GW Bookstore employee and an accomplice were arrested by the University
Police Department Wednesday evening, after they were caught attempting to steal 75
books worth about $5,000.
Bookstore staff alerted UPD to suspicions that a temporary employee was stealing textbooks, prompting officers to stake
out the area and catch the subjects, UPD
Chief Kevin Hay said.
At about 6:45 p.m., the former employee
loaded a slew of books into recycling bins
and hauled them to the loading dock to a vehicle where a driver was waiting, Hay said.
The subject did not purchase the items
or have permission to take books from the
bookstore without paying for them, according to Metropolitan Police reports.
Security cameras showed the suspect –
a thin, 6-foot-3-inch black man with black
dreads – taking books several times without paying and placing them on a loading
dock.
The driver of the vehicle – a black Toyota
4Runner with a Virginia license plate – was
not affiliated with GW. According to the
report, he had brown eyes, black hair and
weighed 160 pounds at 5 feet, 8 inches. The
police report did not list the name of the suspects, and University policy prohibits Hay
from releasing names from UPD records.
Hay said there is “hard evidence” to
prove that this is not the first time the employee successfully stole books from the
store in the past.
“They got greedy and kept coming back
thinking no one would notice, but the bookstore managers were on their game and figured it out,” Hay said.
Hay also said detectives from MPD will
conduct a follow-up investigation on the incident, adding that it is up to the assistant
U.S. District Attorney's Office to formally
press charges on the suspects in court. u
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Sophomore David Pellom goes for a basket during the Colonials' game against St. Bonaventure Saturday.
It was the first time GW lost at home to the Bonnies since 1989.

GW announces new
group housing choice
by Matthew kwiecinski
and sarah ferris
Hatchet Reporters
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Alumnus Gilbert Cisneros and his wife, Jacki Cisneros, donated $1.1 million of
their $266 milllion jackpot to GW for financial aid and scholarship awards.

Alumnus donates lotto
winnings to University
by francis kane
Hatchet Reporter
GW alumnus Gilbert Cisneros
always planned to give a substantial contribution to the University,
he just didn’t know when.
Then he hit the jackpot. Literally.
After a $266 million lottery win
in May, Cisneros offered the University a chunk of the change, more
than $1 million, to fund financial
aid to deserving GW students.
“My wife, Jacki, and I believe
that an education is very important, which is why we also made a
similar donation to her alma mater,
USC, and most of our donations
have been geared towards schol-

arship programs,” Cisneros, who
graduated in 1994, said.
The $1.1 million donation to the
University will go toward financial
aid, one of the most popular areas
for people to donate to at the University, according to a news release.
Cisneros’ gift will put $1 million toward the Power & Promise Fund
for financial aid, creating the Cisneros Scholarship Fund.
Two incoming freshmen will
be given $25,000 a year for the four
years they attend GW. The scholarship is designed to support Hispanic
students from Cisneros’ home state
of California who are studying political science, his major at GW.
See LOTTO: Page 3

Students on sports teams, in
clubs, religious groups and other
student organizations can opt to
live together in a new housing option similar to Living and Learning Cohorts starting next fall.
The program, known as Affinity Housing, will allow GWrecognized student groups to
live together in Ivory if they are
juniors and seniors, The Dakota if
they're sophomores, or Building
JJ, which is for green-themed Affinity Groups only.
“[The] Affinity Housing program is for groups of 10 or more
students who share a common
interest or group affiliation that
want to live together on the same
floor or wing of a building,” Seth
Weinshel, the director of housing,
said.
After a preliminary application, each group is assigned to a
space and then roommates are determined – all before the general
housing application period for
underclassmen opens.
Unlike LLCs – whose members focus on completing a funded
experiential learning project – Affinity Groups simply live in one
area as a way to facilitate learning
and community within the organization.
Other changes to the housing
application have been made as
well.
The historic Lafayette Hall
will once again house first-year
students next fall after undergo-

See HOUSING: Page 3
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The Dakota, top, will house Living and
Learning Cohorts, and the renovated Lafayette Hall, above, reopens in the fall.
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ing $9.8 million in renovations this
year. It will be home to approximately 130 students in double
suite-style rooms, similar to those
in Potomac House.
Built in 1926, the updated
building will include central heating and cooling, as well as a new
elevator, windows and a new roof.
It is also slated to become GW’s
third LEED-certified residence
hall, or a certified environmentally friendly building.
“I think the location has always been a strong preference for
a lot of students. But I think with
the reconfiguration inside... it will
be a popular choice for freshmen,”
Robert Chernak, senior vice provost and senior vice president for
Student and Academic Support
Services, said.
The Dakota, which switched
from junior to sophomore housing last year, will become housing
for Living and Learning Cohorts,
or student-led interest groups that
focus on a co-curricular activity
for a group of like-minded students. It has not yet been determined which LLCs will reside in
the residence hall, but Weinshel
said the environmentally friendly
LLC will continue to live in Building JJ.
In another change announced
last December, the option of gender-neutral housing will be open
to all students, except in Strong
Hall, Merriweather Hall and 2109
F Street, which will continue to be
all-female living options.
The program will be “opt-in”
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Fordham
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IN Brief
WMATA begins escalator
work at Foggy Bottom Metro

Long-awaited renovations to the
Foggy Bottom Metro station, including
the installation of three new escalators,
a staircase and a canopy to cover the station’s entrance, are slated to begin this
week.
The upgrades will begin Jan. 24, and
will take place gradually over the next
year, the Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority announced last week.
The escalator and canopy upgrades
are in response to a report issued last
fall by an outside agency commissioned
by WMATA, which reviewed the chronically malfunctioning escalators at the
Foggy Bottom and other Metro stations
across the city.
The escalator upgrades were originally set to begin last November. The
addition of a canopy over the station’s
entrance was also slated for completion
last year, but was never started.
The renovations are intended “to
improve passenger flow and increase capacity to move people through the station,” Metro General Manager Richard
Sarles said. When escalators are out of
service, as is the case frequently at the
Foggy Bottom station, lines build up in
and out of the station, as walking up or
down the escalator stairs causes congestion.
Only one escalator will be replaced
at a time and Metro hopes to have two
escalators in service while the renovations are taking place, according to a
news release.
WMATA Public Affairs Officer Angela Gates said there is no specific end date
for construction as of now, but customers can expect a fully renovated station
later this year or early in 2012.

Michelle Rattinger | Photo Editor

Sophomore Miles Kaufman and Chloë Troia, a junior at American University, survey the damage a busted pipe caused in Mitchell Hall. Water flooded
the seventh floor of the residence hall Sunday afternoon.
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Freshman survives Haiti quake
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Karl Delatour, son of Haiti’s first lady,
experienced the tragedy firsthand.

Check out what each part of GW’s
application offers.

A slew of injuries, sickness and
fatigue plagued the Colonials.

Swim team takes on Georgetown

–Sydney Green

CORRECTIONS
In "Presidential Protest," (Jan. 20,
2010, pg. 1) The Hatchet incorrectly said
the Chinese currency is the yen. In fact,
it is the yuan.
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The Ace Magazine Release Event Praying for A’s: Spirituality and
The magazine published by students
YOUR College Experience
in the Multicultural Students Services
Center will host an event to pass out it’s
latest issue.
Fishbowl • 7 to 9:00 p.m.

REAL Conversations is hosting a forum for
students to discuss prayer and its influence
on everyday lives.
Marvin Center Room 301 • 7 to 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday

25

Is Drinking in Your Job
Description?

Attend a workshop on alcohol’s role
in the working world.
Career Center Room 208
• 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday

26

Upcycling with RevGreen
Turn trash into treasure on the
Mount Vernon Campus with
the Revolution Green LLC.
West Hall Room B108
• 9 p.m.
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GW launches online high school
GSEHD will
study effects of
online learning
by Justin Kits
Hatchet Staff Writer
The University launched
a private, online high school
this month, becoming the
second college in the nation
to oversee a virtual secondary school for the collegebound.
Since starting classes
last week, The George
Washington
University
Online High School joins
a small but growing number of college preparatory
schools that operate entirely online. Though other
online high schools exist
in several states, what sets
GW’s new school apart is
its connection to a research
university.
Michael Feuer, dean of
the Graduate School of Education and Human Development, said the program will
allow GSEHD students and
faculty to conduct research
into how online learning affects students.
“It will give us a tremendous opportunity to expose
our students and some of
our faculty to this new way
of teaching and learning,”
Feuer said.
Feuer also added that one
of the reasons GW wanted
to enter into the partnership
was to put the University in
the game of online learning
research.
With online learning
growing as a source of education, Feuer said he thinks
the University wants to be
involved to help shape online education.
Feuer said K12, Inc. – a
Herndon, Va.-based company that specializes in online
learning – reached out to the
University to form the partnership because of GW’s
interest in online education.
GW and K12 developed the
program jointly.
While the University’s
name is attached to the project, Feuer said GW would
not be involved in the dayto-day operations of the online high school.
K12, which operates online high schools in more
than 25 states, will run the
school and provide the resources, curriculum and
technology needed, Jeff
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University President Steven Knapp and GW School of Nursing Dean
Jean Johnson met with Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell, center, Thursday.

Knapp meets with
Virginia governor
marie mcgrory | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Michael Feuer, dean of the Graduate School of Education and Human Development, says a new online
high school launched by GW will allow his students to research the effects of online learning.

Kwitowski, a spokesman for
K12, said.
The current class consists of 16 students studying
in nine states.
Besides
classes,
the
school provides personalized support from teachers
and counselors, online clubs
and activities and a socialnetworking component.
Kwitowski added that
K12 will pay a University
employee to work full-time
as the associate director of
the school, and it will send

"It will give us a
tremendous opportunity
to expose our students
and some of our faculty
to this new way of
teaching and learning."
michael feuer
GSEHD Dean

GW “a small portion” of the
revenue to support research
in education. He declined to
say how much GW will be
paid, citing contract obligations. Instead, Feuer said
the University would be allocating some of its intellectual resources to oversee the
school’s management and
curriculum.
Feuer said the returns on

the University’s investment
should be tremendous, as
opportunities for research
and student involvement
are vast.
“We
will
establish
through our advisory board
a coherent approach to research, which will surely involve students from GSEHD
and faculty,” Feuer said.
“Methods used in research
need to always be appropriate to the questions that
the research is intended to
address, and we have considerable expertise in our
school on the issue of research methods.”
In addition to research,
Feuer said students will
have an opportunity to better understand how online
teaching works, and will
potentially interact with the
high school students.
Acceptance to the high
school, however, does not
guarantee admission to GW.
Graduates will compete for
admission to the University
in the same way as any other
applicant, Feuer said.
While Feuer expressed
confidence that the program
would succeed, he said the
seven-year contract the University has signed with K12
allows for modifications
or terminations should the
project fail to meet certain
standards.
The program with K12
is not the first time GW has

partnered with a primary
or secondary school to further education in the United
States. GW partners with the
School Without Walls – offering high school students
the ability to take GW courses – and GW students and
faculty serve in local schools
across the Metro D.C. area,
Feuer said.
“This adds to the repertoire of a very rich constellation of existing and potential
new partnerships,” Feuer
said.
The only other private,
online high school of this
type was developed by
Stanford University. Since
its founding in 2006, the
California-based Education
Program for Gifted Youth
Online High School has been
sending graduates to elite
and Ivy League colleges.
“This puts us into a very
nice league,” he said. “I am
looking forward to comparing notes with others that
have gone into this [research].”
For an annual tuition of
$9,995, the school will offer
100 classes in varying disciplines, including honors
and AP classes and SAT and
ACT prep courses. The fulltime high school will target
ambitious, high-achieving
students from across the
globe, and could be utilized
by elite athletes, who often
travel and miss school. u

Cheh encourages nonprofit payments
by nicole mortimer
Hatchet Reporter

D.C.
Councilmember
and GW Law professor
Mary Cheh is floating the
idea of having nonprofits
make payments to the city
in various forms in lieu
of taxes, to help boost the
city’s profits and cut the
budget shortfalls.
Payments in lieu of taxes, or PILOTs, would offer
the budget shortfall-facing
District additional revenue
and partially offset costs incurred for use of the city’s
resources.
“It would be an attempt
to have some payment for
the services the University
receives from the District,”
Cheh said.
Cheh said in most other
cities and towns, PILOTs
are paid voluntarily, but
are sometimes collected
through legislation. PI-

GREEK
from p. 1
increase.
Liz Sieck, president of Pi
Beta Phi, said she was excited about the the prospect of
spring recruitment.
“Greek life on campus
contributes so much to the
GW community and it will
allow us to bring more women in and have more of a presence on GW’s campus,” Sieck
said.
She said spring recruitment is more laid back and
allows for prospective members to get to know the chapter much better than they
would during the fall.
“Most involve a couple
parties that are a little more
casual, there’s more talk oneon-one,” she said. “I think everyone’s really for it, we get
new sisters in the spring.”
Molly Finer, president of
Alpha Epsilon Phi, also said
her chapter is happy about
the growth of Greek life, even
though her sorority isn't participating in spring recruitment.
“We support all of the
other chapters in their efforts

LOTs are used in at least 117
towns and cities across the
nation, including Boston,
Philadelphia and Baltimore,
according to the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy.
A GW official said the
University gives back to the
city in other ways, making
PILOTs, in his opinion, unnecessary.
“The University has
pledged to Mayor Gray and
the council that it will continue to help address the
city’s needs,” Michael Akin,
assistant vice president of
Government, International
and Community Relations,
said. “We think this can best
be accomplished without
payments in lieu of taxes.”
Akin said D.C. high
school students receive
about $16 million in scholarships, and a partnership
allows School Without Walls
students enrolled in GW’s
Early College Program to
to fill the new quota and will
be working towards maintaining the high standard
ourselves,” Finer said.
Not all members of Greek
life are pleased with the spring
recruitment, however. One
member of a sorority, who
asked to remain anonymous
because she is not authorized
to speak for her chapter, said
she feels like the Panhellenic
Council “thrust it upon the
community.”
“I feel like Panhel
shouldn’t up quota without
talking to every sorority,” she
said.
Most of the objections
she said she’s heard from
other members are about the
prospect of going through the
recruitment process twice in
one year.
“Recruitment is timeconsuming and it’s really fun
at the end, but it takes away
from your work,” she said.
“It’s kind of nice to have a
break.”
The Panhellenic Council
also voted last week to create a committee to look into
the possibility of bringing
another sorority to campus,
another potential strain on
Greek life in the midst of the
hazing controversy.

"It would be an
attempt to have
some payment for
the services the
University receives..."
mary cheh

D.C. Councilmember
receive associate degrees at
no cost.
“GW contributes to the
wide variety of ways
benefitting the city and its
citizens, providing economic, educational and cultural
benefits,” Akin said.
The University also
provides non-cash contributions to the city through
partnerships with local
schools, Akin said, like

The committee, which
does not yet have any members on it, will include one
representative from each
chapter, Fischer said.
The possibility of another
chapter would also increase
potential members’ chances
of matching with a sorority,
Fischer said.
“Not only are we excited about our progress and
growth as a whole, but we are
looking forward to exploring
our options regarding extension and hopefully finding a
better solution for being able
to accommodate the large
number of women who are
interested in joining the Greek
community,” Fischer said.
Fischer said the committee will report its findings
April 4, but stressed that
bringing a new chapter to
campus is not definite, and
depends on other chapters’
capacity to colonize at GW
— generally a year-long process.
The last chapter to colonize at GW was Chi Omega
in 2007, and is now one of the
larger sororities on campus.
Greek Life Director
Christina Witkowicki did
not return requests for
comment. u

Ballou Senior High School
where this year ’s Martin
Luther King Jr. Day of Service was held. GW staff
members also teach at the
Duke Ellington School of
the Arts.
The Tufts Daily reported that Tufts University,
outside of Boston, would
owe the town of Somerville
about $5.5 million annually if it had not negotiated
to give $1.75 million over a
period of 10 years. Boston
University has agreed to
PILOTs that are nearly $4.6
million a year.
Cheh said though she
has floated the idea, she
has no plans to formally
introduce legislation calling for PILOTs. Instead, she
said she hopes to gather
Mayor Vincent Gray, other
councilmembers and local
nonprofits to discuss how
PILOT systems could be
implemented. u

HOUSING
from p. 1
only, and students must indicate their preference in two
parts of the 2011-2012 housing application, Weinshel said.
Students who answer “yes”
to the gender-neutral housing
question and list a roommate
of the opposite sex will then receive an e-mail to confirm their
interest in the program.
As with all roommate
matches, the University will
honor roommate requests only
if they are mutually requested.
The program is open to all
students, including incoming

LOTTO
from p. 1
“GW is a very diverse university, but I think it can do better
at attracting minority students
from other parts of the country,”
said Cisneros, who is Hispanic.
The Cisneros’ also pledged
$100,000 to the Yellow Ribbon
Program, which supports active duty veterans by combining
funds from both the University
and the Department of Veteran

President offers
support of higher
education bill
by Amy D'Onofrio
Metro News Editor
University President Steven Knapp offered support
for a proposed Virginia higher
education bill, and asked lawmakers to keep incentives
provided by the bill open to
private universities last week
as he visited legislators in Richmond, Va.
Knapp met privately with
Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell
and Lt. Gov. Bill Bolling to discuss the higher education bill,
which incentivizes access to
higher education for students
in Virginia thinking of majoring in high-demand fields like
science, technology, engineering, math and healthcare.
The governor’s goal is to
issue 100,000 degrees in the
state over the next 15 years.
Knapp met with McDonnell to
discuss GW’s role in relation to
the bill, with Knapp supporting the bill’s extension to private universities like GW.
The same day Knapp met
with McDonnell, Virginia’s
General Assembly recognized
GW’s commitment to higher
education in the Old Dominion state.
The Virginia Science and
Technology Campus was
recognized in both chambers
of the Virginia legislature
through resolutions thanking
GW for its efforts in higher
education and contributions
to the economy. The resolutions commemorated the 20th
anniversary of the Science and
Technology Campus, and also
noted the contributions the
school has made with its students and more than 42,000
alumni in Virginia.
GW started offering classes in Hampton Roads, Va.,
in 1958. Today, it also offers
courses in the Virginia cities
of Arlington, Alexandria and
Ashburn. The Virginia campus
was established in Loudoun

County, Va., in 1991, and now
houses the new GW School of
Nursing along with other programs.
“We’re growing rapidly
our presence in Virginia,”
Knapp said, noting that the
goal of the Virginia Higher
Education Opportunity Act of
2011 is consistent with GW’s
efforts.
Knapp called GW “one
of the important economic
engines” in Virginia, and said
the University can help meet a
nursing shortage and demand
for other fields.
While some of GW's
graduate tuition for the Virginia campus comes through
the state’s Tuition Assistance
Grant Program, Knapp said
any funding for GW from the
new legislation would come in
the form of tuition assistance
for Virginia residents to enroll
at the University.
Incentives from the bill
can help expand research and
public-private collaborations,
and Virginia’s proposed budget also includes $25 million
to help universities commercialize their research findings,
according to a University news
release.
Knapp said other incentives in the works in separate
legislation could include “tax
incentives that make it easier
to partner with companies.”
He noted that private
companies helped build the
University’s nursing program,
and said GW wants to continue building partnerships and
coalitions in the area.
More than 2,000 GW students currently take classes
in Virginia, and GW also has
partnerships established with
local schools like George
Mason University, Northern
Virginia Community College
and Shenandoah University.
The University recently announced it is partnering with
K12 Inc., based in Herndon,
Va., to start The George Washington University Online
High School.
Knapp said GW’s reputation is “really growing” in Virginia, and added that McDonnell said he wanted to help GW
in any way he could. u

More than $600 in razors allegedly
stolen from CVS in Watergate
An unknown male suspect allegedly stole more
than $650 worth of Gillette
razors from the Watergate
CVS, according to police
documents.
At 6:30 p.m. Jan. 18,
the unnamed suspect entered the CVS – located at
2530 Virginia Ave. – and
stole 22 Gillette razor cartridges, valued at $650.85.

The suspect is described as a 6-foot-tall
black male between 240
and 250 pounds. He was
wearing a green hat, a
green coat, black pants
and a white shirt, according to police documents.
A manager from the
CVS did not return a request for comment.

–Emily Cahn

freshmen.
Sophomore Brittany Moorman said she is still deciding
if she will live with a male
friend next year, but doesn’t
think many students will have
a problem with the new policy,
even if they live on a floor with
mixed-gender rooms.
“People sleep where they
want anyways. What’s the difference?” Moorman said. “People will be talking about it, and
that’s a good thing. It opens the
discussion.”
Other housing options include the School of Business'
living community for rising
sophomores in Guthridge, and
a School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences program for

rising sophomores in JBKO.
Munson Hall, located next
to JBKO, will house sophomores enrolled in the University Honors Program, where
they will have the option of living in a double or triple.
Housing for juniors and
seniors will remain the same,
with options in Mitchell Hall,
1959 E Street, City Hall, Philip
Amsterdam Hall, Ivory Tower
and, for seniors only, South
Hall.
Prices for the various residential halls will be announced
after the Board of Trustees
meets in February.
No residential buildings
are expected to be closed during the next academic year. u

Affairs to cover tuition expenses.
Cisneros received a Navy
ROTC scholarship from GW.
“It’s not uncommon to receive gifts of $1 million and
higher, although I suspect it’s
our first to result from a lottery
win,” Patricia Danver, a spokeswoman for the development office, said.
The lottery winners also separately donated an undisclosed
amount to the Newman Catholic
Student Center on campus.
Cisneros’ presence at GW

is not limited to the financial
aid fund. He has also joined the
Dean's Advisory Council on Arts
and Sciences, which works with
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences Dean Peg Barratt to address topics affecting growth and
development, according to the
release.
“My plan is to hopefully keep
pushing for minority recruitment
of students, and to hopefully
make GW a recognizable name
throughout the Western United
States as it is on the East Coast,”
Cisneros said. u
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"People sleep where they want anyways. What’s the difference?"
–Brittany Moorman, a sophomore, on the benefits of gender neutral
housing.
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Staff Editorial

We aren't as
dumb as this
study is
W

Even the monuments are rude

Thumbs Up/
Thumbs Down

by Sara Fischer

The Hatchet’s monthly wrap
up of GW’s ups and downs.
D.C. likes to read

The District of Columbia is the most
well-read city in the country. Considering our already immense
workloads and reading assignments, we do not find
this surprising. Everyone
at the University loves D.C.
and its opportunities, but this
most recent study is further
testament to the impressive environment that GW students have chosen to
immerse themselves in for four years.

Gelman gets a makeover?

The University hired an architecture firm to draw up a blueprint
of renovations for Gelman’s
first floor. We are glad that
GW has responded to the
student body’s unremitting pleas and took initiative
to improve the ailing campus
library. That said, this effort to make
first-floor renovations remains in its
earliest stages, and has already been attempted once. We hope to see material
change soon.

Pell Grants reduced

The Federal Pell Grant Program faces
major cuts from the federal government, though Pell Grants are important
in ensuring students have an
opportunity to pursue a college diploma. We are glad
that GW’s financial aid program continues to relieve the
financial burden of attending
this University, but we hope the
11 to 12 percent of GW students who require Pell Grants are not turned away
due to this projected federal cut.

GW launches online high
school (but offers no prom)

High school students spend a lot of
time in front of their computer screens,
and thanks to GW’s new virtual secondary school, they can earn a degree
by doing so. GW’s online high
school will provide fodder
for the Graduate School
of Education and Human
Development’s
research,
which will be a great benefit to
the University. We applaud this most
recent effort to reach out to secondary
school students, yet worry the program
may not provide long-term benefits to
the University.

Spirited? Then stick around

Attendance at GW men's basketball
games has been markedly higher with
the team's performance in the
Atlantic 10 Tournament, but
Saturday's game did not follow that trend. When the opposing team has a louder fan
base than our own side it is
embarrassing, and we hope this
does not mark the end of a promising trend.

Book rentals soar

Textbooks are expensive. The fact
that the GW Bookstore offers the option
of renting books at a discounted
rate is a financial relief for many
students, especially because
so many do not want their
textbooks at the end of the
semester anyway. As more
students take advantage of
the program, we hope that RentA-Text expands to meet more course
demands and provides even more students with less expensive options for
their textbooks.

Cuts for medical center

In order to retire the city’s $188
million deficit, the D.C. government
slashed a facet of the Medical Center ’s
budget. The Department of
Disability Services, which
provides
assistance
for
adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities,
faces a 10-percent cut. While
this reduction of funds does not
directly impact students, we are disappointed the city is taking funds away
from the hospital, as this institution is
a critical element of GW students' and
D.C. residents' lives.

Magazine finds that D.C. is
the fifth-rudest city in
the country
So the District has attitude.
To that we say, fuck you, America. And fuck Travel + Leisure
Magazine, too.
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Bidding farewell to discourse?
B

arack Obama’s health care reform took alarmed if our political discourse was stoic
a brutal blow in the lower chamber last and rigid. Besides, this idea that our politics
week, when a bipartisan majority voted are only now suddenly hyper-partisan is silly.
to repeal the legislation. You may not have As early as 1796, George Washington urged
noticed, as there was little rhetoric or debate the country not to create political parties beon the airwaves, and the “new civility” fol- cause they would lead to harsh rhetoric, and
lowing the Tucson tragedy has takthe early 1820s were known as the
en hold of our political discourse.
Era of Good Feelings because poAs an American, I can condone
litical parties temporarily ceased
a call for bipartisan respect. But as
to exist. Orwell said in the 1940s
a writer, I must warn: Beware this
that, “politics itself is a mass of
new civility. Behind it is a deeper
lies, evasions, folly, hatred and
notion that we must regulate our
schizophrenia.”
words out of fear.
It is not partisanship that is ailFamous linguist George OrAndrew Clark ing our country, although that is a
well once wrote in 1946 about the
symptom of the bigger problem.
“struggle against the abuse of lanOur country is at an ideological,
Columnist
guage.” However, verbal poison
once-in-a-generation crossroads,
was not the abuse he was referring
with mutually incompatible vito. Rather, Orwell lamented the sad state of sions for our future. Look back at other eras
our discourse’s inability to provoke serious where the country experienced great politithought, handicapping itself by using dead cal change - the 1960s, the years before the
metaphors and polite, intricate language that Civil War, the Revolution - and the rhetoric
only numbs thinking.
and partisanship appears similar. We need a
While we can all agree that it would be re- tense and vibrant political discourse to help
freshing if our politics were a bit more pleas- us understand these issues, and what’s at
ant, partisan rhetoric has a necessary place in stake.
our politics.
There are several things that could be
America is in the middle of a political fixed. Some on the far right and left should
crossroads, and there is much passion and en- not broadcast jokes about the deaths of politiergy on both sides when so much is at stake. cal figures, not so much because their wish
Vivid imagery and words help put political might come true, but because it's simply disideas into perspective, and give our minds tasteful and crass. Presidents, when inauguthe ability to comprehend politics. Politics rated, should focus on governing and cease
in many ways is conflict, and thus conflict- their never-ending campaigns, at least for a
related metaphors have been popular in our bit, instead of looking toward the next elecpolitical lexicon.
tion.
For example, it’s not called the "Parade
Someday in our near future, we may have
Against Poverty," but the "War on Poverty," our own Era of Good Feelings, when political
because war is a universally understood con- parties are no longer necessary and everyone
cept that helps us conceptualize the situa- seems to agree. But for now, don’t believe
tion. Other examples: candidates amass “war that the solution to our tense political climate
chests,” and politicians who hold unpopu- is to stop using rhetoric altogether – that line
lar positions might have “targets on their of thought is a one-way ticket to a dull mind
backs.”
and a meaningless discourse that only erodes
There is a point to be made that intense the democracy it is trying to protect.
rhetoric can lead to heated tempers, or of–The writer, a senior majoring in political
fensive speech. But I would be even more
communication, is a Hatchet columnist.

Letter to the editor

Crime, punishment
and Greek Life
Tom Braslavsky is a friend of mine, but
his column ‘Giving Greek life a chance’ (Jan.
20, pg. 4), is completely off base. These hazing
infractions most likely have always existed to
some extent (in some organizations, but not
all), and this latest spat of embarrassing Greeklife behavior is not a recent phenomenon.
I think it is fair to say that the offending
behavior probably happens all the time. Just
this time the culprits were caught. Even if GW
requires more comprehensive alcohol education for Greek-life members on proper alcohol
policy and behavior, will it make a real difference? No.
People who want to continue these practices will continue to do so, but perhaps in a
more veiled and secretive manner. This is why
a “self-governance” policy is bound to fail.

Offending organizations should not be given
more power to self-regulate when they break
rules. This kind of policy would only shield
Greek life from these embarrassing moments
without actually stopping it from happening,
which should be the goal of the policy.
The recipe for truly safer Greek life is to
make it harder and harder for the offending
organizations to bury their offenses.
Braslavsky leaves this argument behind
to focus on the positive impact of Greek life
at GW, and the people involved in it. He has
mixed up causation and correlation. People
who are more likely to be involved in student
life at GW join Greek life. It is highly unlikely
that the Greek-life experience changed them
in some marked way. Greek life at GW needs
to be more highly regulated, and the students
involved in these activities are not immune to
rules and the consequences of breaking them.
Jonathan Robinson,
–The writer is a junior majoring in
political science. He is not a member of Greek life.

In loving memory of The Hatchet's
contributing life editor
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1989-2009
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henever someone releases a study
criticizing the education system
in America, it seems as though
the media, politicians and parents all tend
to overreact. Are
college students
lazier? Should the
government step
in and reform the
system? Is my
child partying too
much instead of
studying?
Lyndsey Wajert
While these
questions
may
Opinions Editor
be legitimate, the
most recent study
that has dominated headlines and conversations among college administrators may not be so valid, at least within
the confines of Foggy Bottom.
According to a study in the book “Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College Campuses,” by sociologists Richard
Arum of New York University and Josipa
Roksa of the University of Virginia, college
students are not learning enough.
The study looked at more than 2,300
undergraduates and found that even after
their sophomore years, 45 percent of students showed no significant improvement
in the areas of critical thinking, complex
reasoning and writing.
It also noted that half of those surveyed
did not take a single course requiring 20
pages of writing during their prior semester, and one-third did not take a single
course requiring 40 pages of reading per
week.
It is understandable that after this type
of study reaches the public eye, the public
will, to put it oh-so-eloquently, freak out.
The global market is extremely competitive, and it is widely accepted in American
culture that a college degree is the key to
success. This study calls that belief into
question.
Though the conductors of the study
may have looked at many institutions and
gathered information from a wide-ranging
group of students, the study is almost too
general for our own University to take seriously. Even a University-wide examination
of how effective the curriculum is will not
be enough to gauge whether or not Colonials are prepared for the job market.
Instead, the more specific the studies
are, the more they will tell us about GW
students. The effectiveness of course loads
varies across the spectrum of individual
majors. To have a truly solid understanding of whether students acquire these skills,
the University needs to narrow the studies.
For example, the University requires
that all freshmen take a University Writing course so as to give them an introduction into writing and researching in college. Most of these courses require that
students write multiple pages within the
topic the UW covers, and students generally develop a better understanding of
what constitutes a strong collegiate paper.
But whether or not students develop
critical thinking skills, reasoning skills and
writing skills largely rests on the courses,
the professors and the students within majors or concentrations.
The highly publicized study says that
students in college do not learn enough of
these important skills. But the better question that the study should have addressed,
and that colleges should now work to address, is whether or not students are actually learning the skills they will need for
their particular career paths. Yes, critical
thinking, reasoning and writing are important to a college education. But a political science major should develop critical thinking when talking about solving
global issues. He or she should develop
reasoning when exploring models that
could benefit the most citizens of a nation.
He or she should develop writing skills
when writing a memo or brief about funding for a particular project. And if GW is
actually providing the education necessary for students to succeed, students will
do all of these things in class.
The higher education system in the
United States is constantly under scrutiny.
So when a somewhat negative study highlights the overall flaws of the system, the
public reacts in a somewhat negative way.
But the only thing our own administration, and our parents, should take from this
study is the need to look at how prepared
students actually are for the workforce. If
this study prompts individual institutions
to step back and examine how effective
their curricula are, then it will have the
right impact on higher education. But until then, it is merely fodder for the media
to report that college students aren’t learning enough. And who wouldn’t read that
story?
–The writer, a junior majoring in
journalism, is The Hatchet's opinions editor.
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IN Brief
Men's tennis finds mixed
success in spring opener
The men’s tennis team opened up
its spring 2011 season this weekend
at the Harvard Winter Classic in Cambridge, Mass., with mixed success
over the two days of play.
Friday, the Colonials lost all of their
doubles matches, but the team of junior Richard Blumenfeld and freshman Viktor Svensson found success
on the court Saturday, defeating their
Harvard opponents 8-3.
GW had more success in singles
Friday, with Blumenfeld, Svensson
and senior Christopher Kushma
coming out on top in their respective
matches. Saturday, however, the Colonials struggled in the singles competition, with only Blumenfeld winning his match.
GW next takes on the University
of Maryland in College Park, Md., at 4
p.m. next Jan. 29.

Delima leads Colonials to
third-place finish in Ohio
The gymnastics team scored
190.775 for a third place finish at a
four-team meet in the Wolstein Center in Cleveland last Friday.
Several Colonials posted strong
contributions throughout the meet,
including senior Leslie Delima, who
came off a record-setting outing in
the home opener to place third in the
All-Around, scoring 38.575, and tie for
first place on the balance beam with
a score of 9.775. Sophomore Kayla
Carto and freshman Betsy Zander
were also successful Friday, with
Carto tying her personal record on
the vault (9.750) for an overall eighthplace finish in the event, and scoring
a 38.400 for a fourth-place finish in
the All-Around. Zander placed fifth in
the All-Around with a 36.825.
Next Saturday, the Colonials travel
to Towson to take on the Tigers, who
have won six consecutive East Coast
Athletic Conference Championships.
The meet is scheduled to start at 4
p.m.

Coronel resigns from post
as volleyball head coach
After 11 years at the helm, volleyball head coach Jojit Coronel resigned Friday afternoon to accept an
assistant coaching position at Texas
Tech.
Coronel is the third-winningest
coach in the program’s history with
176 victories and a .535 winning percentage. Under Coronel, the Colonials
finished with better than 20 wins
three times and scored a berth in the
2000 NCAA Tournament after earning GW’s only Atlantic 10 Championship during Coronel’s tenure. Coronel
also earned his only A-10 Coach of
the Year award in 2000.
“There are no words that can express how much GW means to me
and my family,” Coronel said. “We are
sad to leave a place we have called
home for over 12 years. However, we
are excited about the opportunity that
is ahead of us at Texas Tech.”
Coronel will leave Foggy Bottom after a somewhat disappointing season
in which GW went 6-1 to open A-10 play
before dropping its final eight games
to finish in seventh place in the conference, one spot short of qualifying for
the conference tournament.

Last word
"I really wish I had the
answer to that question."
–Karl Hobbs, men's basketball
head coach, on why his team has
struggled to score in the second
half this season. The Colonials shot
25.9 percent in the second half and
had their second-worst shooting
percentage of the season overall.
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Louis Nelson
Sports Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com

Elizabeth Traynor
Contributing Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com
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The number of double-doubles sophomore David
Pellom has recorded in his career. Pellom had 15
points and 10 rebounds against St. Bonaventure.

men's basketball ST. BONAVENTURE 62, GW 49

Shooting woes return against Bonnies
Colonials shoot
31 percent against
St. Bonaventure
by louis nelson
Sports Editor
As recently as a week and a
half ago, it seemed that the men’s
basketball team finally had its
problems on the offensive end
of the court figured out. The Colonials weren’t setting the court
on fire with points, but GW was
at least being consistent, scoring
points and, most of all, winning
games.
Whatever
was
working
for the Colonials then hasn’t
worked lately and certainly
wasn’t working in GW’s 62-49
loss to St. Bonaventure Saturday
afternoon at the Smith Center. It
was the third time this season
that GW (10-9, 3-2 Atlantic 10)
has been held to fewer than 50
points, and the first road win for
the Bonnies at the Smith Center
since 1989.
The Colonials struggled to
make baskets of every variety
Saturday, shooting just under
31 percent from the floor, the
team’s second-worst shooting
performance of the season. GW
shot 15.4 percent from behind
the three-point line, also a runner-up for worst performance of
the season in that category.

"We just really [were]
playing like there was a
lid on that basket."
Karl Hobbs
Head Coach
Men's Basketball

Statistically, the Colonials
had the most success shooting the ball from the free throw
line. GW shot 57.7 percent from
the charity stripe, but even that
number was skewed upward
by the surprising performance
of sophomore forward David
Pellom, a 50 percent free throw
shooter this season, who made
all nine of his free throw attempts against the Bonnies.
Subtract Pellom’s perfect afternoon from the line, and GW’s
free throw percentage drops
from almost 58 percent to just
above 35.
“I’m not so sure what [the
Bonnies] were doing in particular. We just really [were] playing like there was a lid on that

basket, whether we got fouled
and [were] at the free throw line
or whether we were driving to
the basket, and it was a struggle
throughout the entire game,”
head coach Karl Hobbs said.
“I thought at some point, we’ll
make some consecutive shots in
a row, but for whatever reason,
we just couldn’t make a shot,
and I would have to give their
defense some credit because of
that.”
The Bonnies, who were
themselves less than impressive
offensively, were bolstered by
a larger-than-usual contingent
of St. Bonaventure fans, a presence that was made even more
noticeable as significant chunks
of the student section, which
had been mostly full for GW’s
annual Greek Game promotion,
started to file out beginning at
halftime.
The Colonials did receive
a lift from senior center Jabari
Edwards, who hadn’t played
since undergoing arthroscopic
knee surgery Dec. 22. Edwards
didn’t score in his 8 minutes of
action against the Bonnies, but
did have an impressive blocked
shot and an offensive rebound.
GW’s starting center, senior
Joesph Katuka, played a seasonlow nine minutes after drawing two quick fouls to open the
game. Hobbs said that while
establishing Katuka’s presence
early on in games is always a
priority, once the Colonials fell
behind midway through the
first half the team needed to rely
more on speed than size to try to
climb back into the game.
“It was a game that kind
of got out of control, and we
spent the next – pretty much
the whole second half, really –
trying to play catch up,” Hobbs
said. “It was that kind of game
and we needed more speed in
the game to try to create some
turnovers.”
Also noticeably absent from
the stat sheet was junior guard
Tony Taylor, the Colonials’ leading scorer this season, who had
just nine points and made just
three field goals against the
Bonnies. Taylor, one of the Colonials' better free throw shooters,
made just 33 percent of his shots
from the charity stripe, and the
absence of his usual offensive
output left a difficult hole to fill
for GW.
Perhaps the lone bright spot
for the Colonials against St. Bonaventure was the play of Pellom, who finished with a careerhigh 15 points and 10 rebounds
to record the second doubledouble of his career.
Next up for the Colonials is
a road date Wednesday night
in Cincinnati against perennial
A-10 power Xavier at 7 p.m.
As he prepares his team to face
the Musketeers, Hobbs said he

Chris gregory | Senior staff photographer

The Colonials' leading scorer this season, junior guard Tony Taylor, had just nine
points against St. Bonaventure Saturday. Sophomore forward Dwayne Smith,
bottom, was one of just two Colonials to score in double figures Saturday.

would steer his players’ focus
toward fundamentals as GW
tries to snap out of its current
shooting slump.
“We went through this kind
of a slump, I guess, early in
the season and then we kind of
came out of it and it looks like
we may be back into it, I have
no idea,” Hobbs said. “I think

for us, we just gotta go back to
fundamentals. We just gotta go
back to spending time running
guys off screens, getting shots
up. I think we gotta do a little
bit better job of screening to
get guys open so they can get
a little cleaner looks, and hopefully that will solve our shooting woes.” u

Second half means struggles for Colonials
GW having issues
scoring points after
halftime.

"We really gotta find a
way to put some points
on the board."

by ELIZABETH TRAYNOR
Contributing Editor
Midway through the season,
it seemed as if the Colonials had
found their second-half stride.
GW exploded for 50 points in the
second half to pull out a victory on
the road at Oregon State, 45 points
in the second against East Carolina,
and soundly defeated cross-town
rival Howard thanks, at least in
part, to the 44 points scored in the
second. The Colonials had made
the second half their best half.
Lately, though, the Colonials
have struggled to match the second-half scoring prowess they
showed earlier in the season. Including Saturday afternoon’s 6249 loss to St. Bonaventure, GW
has been held to fewer than 30
second-half points in each of its
last three games. Against the Bonnies, the Colonials scored just 24
points after halftime, their second
worst half of offensive basketball
this season.
“I really wish I had the answer
to that question [of why the Colonials are struggling in the second
half],” Hobbs said. “Because that’s
what we’re trying to solve. We really gotta find a way to put some
points on the board.”
GW’s sudden inability to
score in the second half has been
especially frustrating for the Colonials, who took leads into halftime against both Harvard and
Richmond before faltering down
the stretch, making the losses that
much more frustrating for the
players.

Karl hobbs
Head Coach
Men's Basketball

Chris gregory | Senior Staff photographer

Sophomore Bryan Bynes, left, and the rest of the Colonials have struggled in the
second half of each of their past three games, all of which were losses.

“I mean, we basically just tell
each other we need to stick to-

gether, stay together,” sophomore
forward Dwayne Smith said. “Stay

together as a team and just keep
working hard.”
Saturday, the Colonials had a
second-half field goal percentage
of just 25.9, the team’s secondlowest percentage in the second
half all season. It’s a disturbing
trend for Hobbs, who watched
his team struggle offensively early in the season without its top
returning scorer, only to see the
Colonials find a rhythm and then
relapse back into offensive stagnation.
When asked to pinpoint factors
contributing to the team’s secondhalf struggles, Hobbs didn’t hesitate as he identified what he felt to
be a key piece of the puzzle: junior
guard Tony Taylor’s performance
in games.
Of the three games in which
GW exploded offensively in the
second, Taylor was a major factor
in all three. He put up 19 points
against Oregon State and 26 against
East Carolina, establishing himself
as a the go-to offensive weapon on
the floor for the Colonials.
“I think any time Tony Taylor’s struggling shooting... You
know, it’s no secret,” Hobbs said.
“If he’s shooting the ball well and
playing well, we tend to play a lot
better.” u
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Injured Colonials can't handle late Fordham run
Injuries leave
Bozeman with few
options against Rams
by louis nelson
Sports Editor
Women’s basketball head coach
Mike Bozeman didn’t start sophomore Danni Jackson against Fordham on the road Saturday afternoon as a precaution. Jackson was
recovering from a sprained knee,
Bozeman thought, so he would
bring his usual starting point
guard off the bench and make sure
that she didn’t overextend herself
against the Rams.
But once Jackson came into
the game, she made it difficult for
Bozeman to take her out. Jackson,
who sprained her knee a week ago
at home against St. Bonaventure
and didn’t play last Wednesday
against Dayton, scored 12 points
in the first half and provided a
spark for the Colonials, who took
a 7-point lead into halftime.
“I wanted to play her sparingly, but she came in and she was
scorching,” Bozeman said. “It’s almost like that’s fool’s gold, because
then you think, ‘Ok, she’s healthy,’
and the kid is not healthy. She’s
just playing through pain, and
then in the second half it caught
up with her.”
Lots of things in the second
half seemed to catch up with GW,
which shot just 25.9 percent after
shooting 50 percent from the floor
before halftime. GW led the Rams
by as many as 10 points with 8:43
left in the game, but Fordham
closed the contest on an 18-5 run
to hand GW its ninth-straight loss
and its first-ever road loss at Fordham’s Rose Hill Gymnasium by a
score of 59-56.
Even after shooting 50 percent

worse than they did in the first half
of the game, the Colonials (5-13,
0-4 Atlantic 10) still had a chance
in the final minute to tie the game,
down three with 19 seconds left.
Bozeman drew up a play for junior
guard Tara Booker, whose threepoint attempt missed and went
out of bounds off of a Fordham
defender.
Bozeman turned to Booker
again on the ensuing GW possession, but her shot once again
missed its mark. Jackson, who
scored just two points in the second half, grabbed the rebound but
had the ball stripped from her by
the Rams as time expired, a play
that left Bozeman shouting at the
officials for a foul call even after
the buzzer sounded.
The GW head coach, who had
five players who were inactive and
didn’t dress for Saturday’s game
against the Rams, blamed Booker’s
late misses and his team’s poor
shooting in the second half on fatigue that stemmed from the Colonials short bench.
“We won a lot of the categories on the stat sheet. The one we
lost was the score,” Bozeman said.
“I’m really feeling for my girls
right now. I’m upset about the loss,
but they’re giving me what they
have... Generally, people only have
a 7, 8-minute rotation anyway, but
when you’re playing with players
who are pushing through injuries,
and when they have to go beyond
what they physically can do and
you can see that they’ve hit a wall
and you have nowhere to go, that’s
where I feel for them.”
Saturday, GW was without
sophomores Shi-Heria Shipp and
Megan Nipe, both of whom were
out with knee injuries, as well as
freshman Erica Chandler, who
has a foot fracture, and junior
Kristin Aldridge, who separated
her shoulder against Dayton last
Wednesday. Junior Kye Allums
remains out as he recovers from

"We won a lot of the
categories on the stat
sheet. The one we lost
was the score."
Mike bozeman
Head Coach
Women's Basketball

a concussion he sustained earlier
this season. Allums, a transgender
individual who self-identifies as a
male, remains on the women’s basketball team because he remains a
biological female.
With five players unable to suit
up against the Rams and Jackson
still recovering from her own knee
sprain, Bozeman said he would
adjust his team’s schedule this
week in order to give the Colonials
a chance to recover both physically
and mentally.
“I’m contemplating now, just
giving them two-straight days
off to try to have them go see the
trainers and stay off of their legs
as much as possible and try to get
some of these people back on the
court,” Bozeman said.
GW will try to heal up in time
for its next game, set for 7 p.m.
Wednesday against Duquesne at
the Smith Center. The Colonials
will look to stop their current losing streak from reaching double
digits and put GW back on the
right track.
“I’ve never seen anything like
this before in my life, not even witnessing it from another team going
through this,” Bozeman said. “But
I must say that these girls are playing as hard as they can, and that in
and of itself is encouraging.” u

Hatchet file photo

Sophomore Shi-Heria Shipp was sidelined Saturday afternoon against Fordham with a
knee injury. Five Colonials were inactive with injuries in GW's 59-56 loss to the Rams.

After disqualification, Colonials make run but fall short
Both men's and women's
swim teams couldn't keep
pace with Hoyas
by Joel goldberg
Hatchet Reporter
The Saturday afternoon air measured a
brisk 23 degrees, but inside Albert G. McCarthy, Jr. Pool at Georgetown University,
temperatures soared and tensions flared.
GW’s men and women swim teams battled
Georgetown Saturday in a backyard brawl,
but ultimately came up short.
Coach Dan Rhinehart cited a rash of key
injuries, sickness and fatigue as major contributors to the women’s team’s 168-104 loss
and men’s 161-110 defeat.
“January is a hellacious month,” Rhinehart said, referring to the demanding workload and heavy competition swimmers face
before conference championships in February.
The crowd of supporters, mainly friends
and family of the competing swimmers as
well as a handful of passionate Georgetown
students, spied the events from an overlooking catwalk. Early on, the Hoya fans in attendance had a lot to cheer about.
Out of the gate, Georgetown took the
lead, placing first in all four opening heats,
the men’s and women’s 400-yard medley relays and 1000-yard freestyles.
The Hoyas caught another break during the 50-yard freestyle when a scoreboard
malfunction forced the swimmers, who had
already begun the race, to get out of the pool
and restart. The scoreboard was quickly
fixed, but junior Marshall Seedorff failed to
regain his focus.
A referee noticed Seedorff flinch before
the starting whistle, and immediately disqualified him from the heat. The disqualifi-

Jordan emont | contributing PHOTO editor

Junior Marshall Seedorff won the 100-yard freestyle race and helped rally his team before the Colonials ultimately fell to the Hoyas. The women's team
fell 168-104 and the men's team lost 161-110. GW will take on George Mason and Towson in back-to-back meets next weekend.
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Watch the Colonials take
on the Hoyas in the pool at
Georgetown.
www.gwhatchet.com

cation sent Seedorff into a fury, shouting as
he stormed away from the pool.
At intermission, Rhinehart smacked his
hands together as he and assistant coach
Shea Manning sat Seedorff down for a private chat. Seedorff, stunned and distraught,
hunched over his stool. He thought he was
done for the day, possibly the week.
“I just wanted to make up for my miscue
in the 50,” Seedorff said.

Following intermission, Seedorff would
get a chance for redemption. Despite his concerns, Seedorff found himself strapping on
a pair of goggles for the 100-yard freestyle.
Seedorff rewarded his coach’s confidence
with a decisive first place finish in 48.41.
After Seedorff’s victory, the Colonials
rallied. GW showed strongly in the 200-yard
backstroke, with freshman Lindsay Moore
finishing second for the women, and freshman Jake Mortensen and sophomore Phillip
Graeter finishing first and second, respectively, for the men. Graeter added a first
place finish in the 400-yard individual medley and freshman Caroline Myers added two
more in the 400-yard medley and 500-yard
freestyle.
The Colonials' surge culminated in the
meet’s final event, the men’s 400-yard freestyle relay. GW’s top relay squad — which
consists of sophomore Alex Etz, reigning
A-10 Rookie Performer of the Week Niccolo Wilson, Seedorff and sophomore Niklas
Glenesk — matched Georgetown’s top relay
team stroke-for-stroke. The crowd and both
benches reached a fever pitch as Glenesk,
who swam the anchor leg for the Colonials,
tore through the final lap. Silence swept
through the cavernous pool house, when he
snatched first place by six-hundredths of a
second.
“Nik kind of epitomizes the heart of the
team,” Rhinehart said. “They have this ‘never say die’ attitude.”

"They're healthy. They're going to
rise above what everybody else
is thinking about them."
dan rhinehart

Head Coach
Men's and Women's Swimming

After struggling with fatigue and illness
so far this month, the Colonials will face
George Mason and Towson in back-to-back
meets next weekend before beginning their
taper period, when the team will start resting for the Atlantic 10 Championship meet
in February. It’s a time during the season
that Etz said “is like getting ice cream every
day.”
“It takes a lot of guts to get up there and
pour your heart out when you just can’t
even feel like you can walk straight,” Rhinehart said. “This class right now will go to
A-10’s and — they’re healthy, they’re going
to rise above what everybody else is thinking about them,” he added. u
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This Week in
GW History

9 years ago...

Manouch seeks
support for on-campus
home for hotdog cart.

H

23 years ago...

Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg is elected
University president.

Remembering the quake

Survivor of Haitian earthquake now a freshman in School of Business
by christian ewing
Contributing Editor
Karl Delatour was sure the
world was ending as he felt his
house shake violently.
As the tremors flung water over
his 4-story house, he braced himself in a door frame as his country
fell apart.
Delatour's mother, Haitian first
lady Elisabeth Preval, and stepfather, President Rene Preval, were
at the president’s residence when
the tremors started. Delatour was
home alone with his younger
brother.
“It’s like you’re in a jar and
somebody’s going like this,” he
said of the experience, putting his
hands around an imaginary jar
and shaking it.

''

The thought of actually
saving a life, saving
somebody's life was
not something that I
expected to do in my
entire life.

''

Karl Delatour
Freshman

When the shaking stopped,
Delatour and his younger brother
ventured out to find their grandparents’ house leveled.
“When I got there, it was just
flat on the ground, like every other

house in the neighborhood,” he
said. “Flat on the ground.”
After crying out for his grandparents, Delatour heard a woman’s
screams from the same building.
The woman, who had lived a floor
above his grandparents, was covered by rubble – only her head was
visible.
Delatour and a handful of other men pulled the debris off of her
and pried her broken body out of
the rubble. She lay on a piece of
cardboard for three days before
medical help was available.
Months later, the woman wrote
a letter of recommendation for the
boy who saved her life, and Delatour sent it to every college that
he applied to – including the GW
School of Business, where is now
a freshman.
“It was something that made
me really happy to see,” he said.
“The thought of actually saving a
life, saving somebody’s life was
not something that I expected to
do in my entire life.”
His grandparents’ bodies were
later recovered from the rubble
thanks to international aid, he
said.
“It was probably the most depressing time of my entire life,
having to lose both of my grandparents at the same time,” he
said.
Delatour was relocated to Miami to finish his secondary education after his school was closed.
He said it was unclear whether or
not he would attend college that
year. After spending time in Miami, Delatour decided to apply to
GW.
His mother, who received her
master's in business administration from GW in the 1980s and
who spoke about the earthquake at
an event held in the Elliott School
of International Affairs last March,
encouraged her son to apply.
“I was very much satisfied not

Michelle Rattinger | PHOTO editor

Freshman Karl Delatour survived the Jan. 12, 2010, earthquake that crippled his home country of Haiti. Son of Haitian first lady
Elisabeth Preval, who graduated from GW in the '80s, Delatour hopes that in time Haiti will be able to rebuild itself.
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like I could actually count on
people here,” he said.
A year after the earthquake, Delatour enjoys pastimes typical of most freshmen.
The Clark Hall resident
loves the independence of
college life, has made a tradition
of Friday-night dinners at Bertucci’s, and goes to study sessions in
Gelman with his friends.
As much as he enjoys the District, Delatour hopes to return to
Haiti after he graduates to help the
rebuilding process.

Watch as Karl Delatour
recounts the 2010
earthquake in Haiti.
www.gwhatchet.com

only with the quality level of the
education at GW, but also the environment in Washington, D.C.,”
Preval said.
Delatour said he didn’t know
anybody before he came to the
District, but when he did he felt
like he was part of a family.
“I really felt like I was at home

“At every occasion that arises,
I try to put Haiti back in the spotlight because the common belief
now is that things are getting a lot
better and things are not,” he said.
While he is grateful for international aid, Delatour hopes that in
time his country can also depend
on itself to recover and rebuild.
The country is still struggling to
meet its citizens basic needs and a
cholera outbreak ravaged through
the capital last fall.
“What I think is needed at this
point is for Haiti to be able to take
care of itself,” he said. u
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Living like a star:
Brits love 'American Pie'

''

Finding time to perform
Law students in local band play rock venue
by Kendra poole
Hatchet Staff Writer
They could have been studying civil procedure
and professional responsibility, but GW Law School
students Andrew Satten and Kirk Anderson traded a
night in the Jacob Burns Law Library for the stage of
the Rock 'N' Roll Hotel Thursday.
With its first album launching in late February,
RiverBreaks, which was formed a year ago, has been
focusing on developing a unique sound that utilizes
each of its five members’ individual talents.
“We incorporate different styles into a rock and
roll foundation,” drummer Anderson, a second-year
law student, said.
Anderson, whom guitarist Jesse Prentice-Dunn
jokingly called “the resident real musician,” holds a
music degree from the University of Michigan and
explained that though the rock genre is its core, RiverBreaks tries to be eclectic.
“We try to take our influences from techno music
and R&B bands, as well as reggae,” Anderson said.
Though technically a new band, RiverBreaks
is in many ways a re-creation of the band Caravan
that originated at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, where Satten, Prentice-Dunn, and vocalist and guitarist Ryan Bailey attended school together. Even in D.C., the band’s UNC roots continue
to be a source of inspiration.
“My lyrics come from different settings I’ve been
in,” said Bailey, who writes most of the band’s material. “A lot of my lyrics come from the Piedmont
[plateau].”
Already a geographic grab-bag with members
from Alabama, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia and Michigan, the band’s relocation to D.C. and the members’
individual travel experiences have diversified their
sound.
“We’ve gotten to the point where enough of
the folks that come to our shows actually know the
words to some of the songs and by the end can sing

We want to build on what
we've started and try to
expose our music to as large
of an audience as we can.

''

Kirk Anderson
Drummer
RiverBreaks

along,” said Prentice-Dunn.
RiverBreaks introduced two original numbers
Thursday, “Tell the Girls” and “Don’t Kiss and Tell.”
“
I was really happy with the way the new songs
went,” Satten said, adding that the band worked well
together as a unit and improved its stage presence in
this performance.
Satten, who used to work as a law clerk at GW’s
Office of General Counsel, has deep roots at GW and
in D.C. Satten, whose parents are both GW graduates, said he’s “pretty much been going to all the GW
basketball games since the early 1990s.”
Currently in the process of interviewing for postgraduation jobs, Satten said he wouldn’t dream of
moving elsewhere.
“D.C. is where you want to be if you’re trying to
get into the legal profession,” he said. The band also
hopes to build its presence in the D.C. area.
“We just want to continue to be musically creative,” added Anderson. “We want to build on what
we’ve started and try to expose our music to as large
of an audience as we can.” u
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Law students Andrew Satten and Kirk Anderson performed with their band, RiverBreaks, Thursday at the Rock 'N' Roll Hotel.
The band is releasing its first album in late February.
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The British fascination with
American television and movies
was solidified for me one night
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Tim, a student from Newcastle
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